ZHP WATER WETTER SURFACTANT

• Transform water into an effective dust control agent.
• ZHP water Wetter is a non-ionic surfactant that breaks the surface tension of water to maximize coverage, penetration and moisture retention.
• Economically and environmentally safe. Introduced at (1) part ZHP Water Wetter to 2,000 – 3,000 parts water.

APPLICATIONS:
• Water additive for dust control
• Meets the new OSHA spec 1926-1153 requiring milling machine operators to add surfactant to water to control crystalline silica

1. Asphalt Milling Machines are now REQUIRED to be equipped with a water spray system and MUST add surfactant to the water system to control dust or crystalline silica.

2. Non-compliance leads to worker respiratory exposure and medical claims, EPA fines, etc.

3. Adding ZHP to your water will extend the life of your cutting equipment and MORE than pay for itself by breaking the surface tension of water!

Available in 55-gallon drums, 330-gallon totes and BULK delivery
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